
 

  

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Editorial. 
 

I trust you all had a good Christmas and New Year, and hopefully missed the ‘flu that swept the country. 
However it all went, we now have a new motoring year, and warm dry weather, to look forward to, and the 
Steering Group have a draft programme of events for the year prepared. Hopefully I’ll be able to add it to 
next month’s newsletter. As ever, any suggestions for events from the membership at large would be 
welcomed.  
 
One event that is already fixed is the film night on 28th February, so hopefully you’ve booked your place and 
voted for your choice of film. I never seem to manage to get the newsletter completed by the end of the 
month in question, so I’ll probably be able to report on that in the next issue. 
 
January is of course a quiet month for the Group, so not much too report but I am once again indebted to 
Richard L for an update of the Elan restoration, (episode 7!). He did in fact send me this back in early 
December but I couldn’t fit it in the last newsletter, and at the rate he’s progressing he’ll have the job finished 
before I get all the reports out. I for one have enjoyed following his progress as I hope you have, but I have to 
say that my own forthcoming restoration seems all the more daunting having read  of his experiences. At 
least I’ll know who to call when I get stuck on something. (And to answer the question that raises, garage 
construction was somewhat delayed by Christmas and me getting the flu, but it’s nearly there!) More news on 
that next month. 
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"The best-laid plans of mice and men……… “ 

No, it’s not a reference to my earlier article describing how I found a mouse skeleton behind the dashboard 
but more about keeping to plan. With no articles for a few months, regular readers will be forgiven for thinking 
that my restoration project has stalled again. However, you will be pleased to hear there has been progress, 
just slower than expected. The original plan to have the car fully back on the road for its 50th birthday (March 
2018) was scuppered last year when I needed surgery. Now this year’s plan (a rolling chassis complete with 
gearbox and engine installed by Christmas) is running about a month overdue. Though as someone 
remarked to me the other day, you won’t want to finish too quickly as then you won’t have anything to do – 
extremely unlikely since I have already been retired for 9 years and in that time I have never had nothing to 
do!  

Enough “chit- chat”, time to get down to business. Installation of the front suspension and steering was a bit 
of a doddle compared with the rear. I had the steering rack reconditioned by experts and in the main it was 
just a case of bolting up the various parts with some careful measurement (centring the rack etc.). The only 
main issue came from the lower front wishbones (three out the four were original with one replacement). The 
problem was that the seam weld on the new chassis protruded a fraction further than the original chassis and 
this fouled the wishbone on one side when pushed to its lowest point.  

 

A consultation with Vaughn, with a further one 
between Vaughn and a contact at Paul Matty, 
finally resulted in a decision to shave off a 
radius from the seam weld. So, with some 
trepidation, I took my Dremel to my brand new 
chassis (it was like going to the dentist). After 
touching up with 3 coats of Hammerite, I was so 
pleased that I evened off the other side where 
the gap was still extremely narrow. 

 



 

  

With an almost complete rolling chassis (just missing the hubs and wheels for ease of storage), focus was 
switched to stripping down the engine. Having learnt from earlier issues, I took even more care to label parts 
and take photos at every stage in the anticipation that apart from a professional check, de-glaze of the block 
and cleanout of the water / oil passages, I would re-assembling the whole engine myself. On the face of it the 
cylinders looked pretty good considering the engine had not be run for 30 years but as you can see the 
waterways needed some attention ! 

 

Having trawled the internet for local Lotus engine experts, I made contact with Max Hurst (of Top Gear 
fame!) who has recently set himself up in Guildford. Whilst he quickly dispelled my thoughts that I did not 
need new valve guides / seats, he concurred that the rest of the engine looked in good condition considering 
the context. Over the next two days however, the requirements escalated to a re-bore (the pistons had totally 
seized in the cylinders), the crankshaft needed a re-grind and the head needed a skim – not because it was 
warped, but just that the corrosion around the waterways would result in gasket leakage when re-assembled.  
He also advised me that I would get a much better result if the engine were re-assembled on a stand rather 
than with the block in the chassis. Coupled with a few other improvements he suggested, I concluded I would 
get him to complete the re-assembly. Vaughn and I, made an intermediate visit (to deliver camshafts etc.) 
when the block was back from the machine shop (see pictures). 

                 

  

At the time of writing, I am expecting the engine to be 
complete by mid-December but as we are spending 
Christmas with our younger son and family in Seattle, engine 
installation will have to wait till the New Year. My rebuilt 
gearbox is back from Road and Race Transmissions but it 
too will have to wait to be installed. Whilst engine and 
gearbox rebuilds have been outsourced, I have been taking 
the opportunity to clean and repaint other ancillary parts 
(bellhousing, engine back-plates, clutch lever, gearbox 
mounting, etc.). 
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Then, on a bright but bitterly cold day, I 
made a start on cleaning the underside 
of the body, as I would hate to spoil my 
clean new chassis by placing an oily 
gritty body on to it to transport the two 
units for re-spray and fitting to the new 
chassis. No, the picture opposite wasn’t 
intended to be an advert for Gunk but I 
did find it pretty good when applied neat 
with an old towel followed by a second 
coat and hose down.  

 


